
FOR the LOVE  
of WORDS 

 
Books Launch and Celebration of Poetry, Verse and Worse! 

 
John Ansell:  I Think The Clouds Are Cotton Wool 

           Amy Brooke:  Deep Down Things 
– with Mark Raffills:  Loved, Mis-loved and Loved Again – 

 
Friday 10 October, Nelson Public Library, 5.30 – 7.00pm. 

 
Iwi Kiwiiibillboard designer John Ansell has been called “New Zealand’s consummate exponent 
of the art of rhyme.” (NZ Poetry Society). When not working with words as an ad man or plain 
English consultant, he’s playing with them as a writer of brilliantly funny verse. John created the 
red and blue billboards for National in 2005, as well as award-winning radio ads for Labour. He 
named Wellington icons the Cake Tin and The Interislander and judged the first NZ Spelling Bees. 
He most loves entertaining schools and conferences with his word concert Dances With Words – 
the Use, Abuse, Origins and Absurdity of the World’s Craziest Language.  

“His poetry draws on the English tradition of comic and humorous verse, typified by authors such as Ogden 
Nash, Alexander Pope and Spike Milligan.”  Wellington’s Capital Times 
 
Amy Brooke, described as New Zealand’s best children’s writer, with fifteen published children’s 
books to date, co-founded the Founders Park Book Fair. A long-time socio-political commentator 
and columnist currently addressing in INVESTIGATE columns the attack on literacy spearheaded 
by the Wellington education bureaucracy, she runs the annual Summersounds Symposium described 
by Arts & Letters Daily editor Dr Denis Dutton as “the most stimulating intellectual event on the 
year’s calendar.” Deep Down Things launches her first collection of poetry, chosen from across four 
decades.   

“One New Zealand contemporary poet whose work would appeal to many Australians –- and can be read with 
great profit as well as pleasure… Deep Down Things is the product of a passionate intelligence and a deeply effective, 
though unobtrusive mastery of technique.” For Quadrant. Dr Hal Colebatch, winner, Australian Centenary 
Medal 2003 for writing, poetry, law and political commentary. 

 
Mark Rafills helped set up vibrant live poetry reading sessions in Nelson back in the early nineties 
and has been a stalwart of poetry events in the region ever since. He has published three volumes of 
poetry and performs regularly at local poetry readings, as well as taking his poems on the road from 
time to time. 

“He really is the consummate showman, confident and easy on stage. Many of the poems came from his excellent 
first collection … But they speak so much louder when delivered live.”  Matt Bowler 

  
             Sponsored by the Nelson Institute. Contact Jill Blechynden (03) 548 0075. 


